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Nicholas Wilcox
Call: 1977
Nick specialises in all areas of Police Law including regulatory, pensions awards and forfeiture, collaboration
agreements including restructuring proposals and other police finance issues.
Nick also acts as a legal assessor in Nursing and Midwifery cases and prosecutes for the Bar Standards Board.
Nick provides advice, documentation and representation in Public Law/Administrative Law cases.
He has represented the police in inquests and public inquiries and was Lead Counsel for Cleveland Police and
other forces and local authorities in the police restructuring plans.
Nick provides training to Police Forces and outside bodies. He has also interviewed candidates for panels for
regulatory bodies.

Police Law
Nick has dealt with misconduct cases and appeals going back over 20 years involving 5 sets of different
Regulations and acting for a significant number of Forces including GMP, West Midlands, Kent, Cheshire,
Cleveland and MPS. He was involved in the Taylor enquiry on behalf of Cleveland as well as also representing a
number of forces and Local Authorities in the Government’s Force restructuring plans. He has experience of UPP
matters since 1999. The work includes drafting documentation as well as representation at hearings.
Nick deals with pension matters, both opinions and appearances at PMAB and Crown Court hearings. He has
particular knowledge of ill-health and injury awards.
Police pension forfeiture is another area of police pensions where Nick has a great deal of experience.

Public / Administrative
Nick has appeared many times in Police pension and Fire Authority pension cases as well as other mainly police
cases on statutory interpretation of police powers.
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